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Abstract: By advocating a “non-semantic” perspective of words as conditioned acoustic symbols rather than fixed representations, this book challenges the mainstream philosophy of language. It critiques the dualism and literalism that underpin linguistic theory, arguing that meaning emerges from usage, not semantics. In seven chapters, original frameworks aim to provide more accurate analyses of contextual human symbol use, which resolve enduring puzzles in the philosophy of language, mathematics, and epistemology. It is acknowledged in the book that discussing language using language itself is inherently difficult. This unified theory rejecting semantic assumptions could significantly transform the understanding of language acquisition, communication across cultures, and biases embedded in linguistic symbols if empirically validated. This seminal contribution provides valuable new insights into the emergence of meaning in human thought and communication by emphasizing conditioned usage and over-representation. In this review, we summarize the philosophy and significance of the book, and discuss its contribution to the field of study.
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1 Introduction

This book [1] presents a radical departure from conventional theories of semantics and philosophy of language. Rather than viewing words as fixed symbolic representations with inherent meanings, the author advocates a “non-semantic” perspective that treats language as conditioned behavior employing acoustic devices. Words do not possess pre-determined literal meanings but rather derive their meanings from their context and practical applications rather than predetermined literal meanings. The book aims to resolve long-standing puzzles and enigmas that plague the philosophy of language, mathematics, and epistemology by rejecting the notion of words as abstract symbols and emphasizing their functional and behavioral aspects. Through the unifying lens of a non-semantic paradigm, the author develops original integrated frameworks that bring these disciplines together. By reconceptualizing linguistics, mainstream linguistic thought, such as semantics, dualism, and representation theory, is fundamentally challenged. Therefore, it seeks to provide new perspectives on language acquisition, use, and meaning to enhance understanding of human behavior.

2 Content summary

It is argued in the opening chapter that previous attempts to elucidate how language functions have proven inconclusive in light of the historical background and persisting dilemmas surrounding semantic theories. According to the author, a compelling understanding of the mechanisms underlying verbal communication as well as the phylogenetic and ontogenetic origins of this human capability is urgently needed. Chapters following this one will provide theoretical frameworks and a comprehensive framework for reviving a non-semantic understanding of language acquisition and use. In chapter two, the author examines fallacies concerning semantic symbols, positing that written and spoken symbols convey literal, lexical meanings interpersonally. The third chapter examines the concept of dualism and consciousness, examining why the human condition entails a juxtaposition of the mental and physical realms, which provides immense survival advantages. According to the author, individuals can articulate their subjective experiences by recognizing how word-sounds facilitate understanding and interpreting knowledge, beliefs, ideas, concepts, intentions, thoughts, and the panoply of selfhood, conscious and unconscious. It would be impossible to contemplate consciousness or mental phenomena without these bodily sounds.
In Chapter 4, the author contrasts orthodox philosophical conceptualizations of word use as symbolic representational activity with an alternative interpretation as non-semantic functional behavior resulting from acoustic devices. As a result of this juxtaposition, readers may be persuaded that mainstream semantic theories are inadequate in explaining human sound and symbolic behavior. According to Chapter 5, prevailing modes of speaking and thinking about mathematics are fundamentally misguided, propagating erroneous assumptions regarding how humans treat word sounds and symbols. Throughout the article, the author seeks to convince the reader that all mathematics is conditioned behavior based upon acoustic devices, from counting to calculus. Natural selection has conditioned individuals and societies to utilize number sounds and symbols in productive ways, allowing human survival and prosperity through the use of conditioned mathematics.

The final two chapters examine epistemological perspectives on mind, language, knowledge, and the universe. Using natural language in declarative knowledge claims, the author argues that its inherent ambiguity engenders indeterminacy, preventing logicians from seeking absolute truth, certainty, and logical necessity. Moreover, despite pragmatic scientists prioritizing outcomes, the author argues that philosophical quandaries will persist unless they acknowledge the functional value of speech behavior and the common sense intuitions it fosters.

### 3 Content analysis

As a result of millennia of misdirected philosophical ruminations on human tongues, the author contends that words evoke a sense of mystique in our commonsensical notions about language. We have become deeply influenced by this speculative legacy when it comes to our conceptualization of speech. Yet, under empirical scrutiny, the most pernicious of these conjectures about words and language are devoid of explanatory power, as they are based on wildly speculative metaphysical assumptions.

Several key attributes distinguish this book’s approach. The book initiates discourse on language and semantics by acknowledging the inherent difficulties associated with explicating language itself and exploring philosophical boundaries in light of human knowledge, linguistic cognition, and self-awareness. The author argues that persistent enigmas are the result of a misguided philosophy of language, which affects not only that domain, but mathematics, epistemology, and science as well. The mind-body dualism that underpins its perpetuation must be abandoned in light of this flawed semantic premise. Finally, the text offers novel insights into human word-sound usage from a pioneering non-semantic perspective, dispelling age-old linguistic conundrums. This reorientation is urged for a variety of reasons, despite the potential difficulties associated with relinquishing the semantic paradigm. The correct application of non-semantic analysis could provide a framework for analyzing human sound usage and resolving puzzles arising from our misconceptions about verbal behavior throughout different intellectual fields. Although the book offers new perspectives for interpreting language and word meanings, it emphasizes language’s inherent complexity. The crux is that scrutinizing language necessitates employing language itself - individual existence alone cannot capture its essence, for language manifests itself in discourse. A comprehensive, interdisciplinary exploration that challenges conventional linguistic notions, this text is highly recommended for scholars and students of linguistics, philosophy, and epistemology. Language and speech origins enthusiasts will find it a valuable resource.

As a departure from mainstream philosophical currents, this publication provides a wholly unique perspective on language and knowledge. By contrast, it develops original theoretical frameworks that establish word meaning as emerging from practical usage rather than representation, as opposed to conventional semantic views that treat words as fixed symbols with context-independent literal meanings. It seeks to resolve long-standing puzzles from the philosophy of language, mathematics, and epistemology by positing a “non-semantic” perspective that construes language as conditioned behavior utilizing acoustic symbols. By providing an integrated seven-chapter synthesis based on alternative behaviorist paradigms, it offers the first combined treatment of these fields. It provides novel conceptual tools with the potential to catalyze transformative understanding by challenging foundational precepts surrounding dualism, semantics, and literalism. The book also hypothesizes revised explanatory models to overcome the inherent difficulties of discussing language - a dilemma that impedes philosophical progress. Its comprehensive critique of antecedent approaches and articulation of an ambitious empirically-based research agenda make it a truly unique contribution poised to revolutionize the field.

There is a critical and ambitious critique of conventional semantic theories of language.
presented in this book, advocating instead a “non-semantic” perspective that considers words not as representational symbols with fixed meanings but as contextually emergent tools shaped by conditioned usage and behavior. A key strength lies in its systematic challenge to foundational assumptions around semantics, dualism, and literalism that have underpinned mainstream linguistic philosophy. As a result of comprehensively questioning these premises across the philosophy of language, mathematics, and epistemology, it seeks to provide an integrated framework for solving long-debated puzzles. The radical reconceptualization it proposes, however, may also be viewed as a weakness, since a shift from entrenched semantic paradigms may present significant philosophical resistance. Language itself has inherent ambiguity, which is recognized by the book as a barrier to presenting its theories in a univocal manner. While the review summarizes the book’s core ideas, further clarification of some central concepts and philosophical terminology may be useful for readers less familiar with the book. To better understand the foundational ideas critiqued in the book, a definition or brief explanation of key concepts such as “semantic symbols,” “non-semantic perspective,” “conditioned behavior with acoustic devices,” “mind-body dualism,” and “linguistic representationalism” would be helpful. In the same way, it would be helpful to clarify what “literalism about word meanings” means and how the book’s view of meaning as contextually emergent through usage contrasts with conventional semantics to strengthen understanding of the book’s novel theories. In addition, readers may gain a deeper understanding of the issues motivated by the book if concepts such as language “indeterminacy” and common sense intuitions are elaborated.

4 Conclusion

Through novel, integrated theoretical frameworks, this book intends to make groundbreaking contributions across multiple domains by challenging conventional semantic philosophies of language and knowledge. According to this work, existing theories inadequately explain language acquisition and utilization, suggesting instead that word meanings are not fixed symbolic representations but rather emerge from context. By advocating an alternative “non-semantic” paradigm conceptualizing language as conditioned behavior involving acoustic symbols rather than representational tools, it attempts to resolve long-standing conundrums spanning the philosophies of language, mathematics, and epistemology. By integrating the frameworks, it may be possible to provide a more accurate analysis of human symbolic behavior with profound repercussions in fields such as linguistics, cognitive science, and education if it proves successful. An understanding of language as functionally conditioned behavior that is profoundly influenced by sociocultural contexts may provide insight into second-language acquisition challenges and barriers to intercultural communication. The fluid and relational nature of word meanings could contribute to optimal pedagogical practices for teaching and translating languages. Additionally, its emphasis on usage over semantics provides an opportunity to reevaluate cultural biases and presumptions embedded within linguistic symbols.

However, the work concurrently acknowledges the intrinsic difficulties of discoursing on language while employing language itself, and that realizing its ambitious integrative scope may be a challenging task. The review, therefore, focuses primarily on summarizing and analyzing the book’s core arguments derived from its non-semantic theoretical framework. In assessing its contributions, engaging more directly with other influential language philosophies and semantic schools of thought could prove beneficial. An in-depth understanding of key distinctions and tensions may be gained by contrasting it with frameworks such as Noam Chomsky’s linguistic rationalism, H.P. Grice’s conversational implicatures, or Wittgenstein’s notion of language games and family resemblances. Discussions surrounding the book’s central repudiation of semantic representationalism could be enhanced by insights from semioticians like Umberto Eco or cognitive linguists who examine the symbolic nature of language or the embodied construction of meaning. Readers will be better equipped to evaluate the work’s potential impact if they contextualize it within the broader context of 20th-century language philosophy.
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